
LETTER II 
The Empress, Arcanum of Sacred Magic 

Spiritual Exercise: Imagining Faith, Hope and Love 

Imagine, dear Unknown Friend, efforts and discoveries in… the direction of 
construction or life. Imagine, not an explosion, but rather the blossoming out of a 
constructive “atomic bomb”. It is not too difficult to imagine, because each little 
acorn is such a “constructive bomb” and the oak is only the visible result of the 
slow “explosion”—or blossoming out—of this “bomb”. Imagine it, and you will 
have the ideal of the great work or the idea of the Tree of Life. The image itself of 
the tree comprises the negation of the technical and mechanical element. It is the 
living synthesis of celestial light and elements of the earth. Not only is it the 
synthesis of heaven and earth, it constantly synthesises that which descends from 
above and that which ascends from below. (page 68) 

From the perspective of etymology, the words magic and imagination are different in 
distinctive ways. Magic comes from a Proto-Indo-European root word that implies having 
or wielding power, while imagination comes form the root word that has to do with 
copying (a sister word: emulate). Even with this interesting distinction, it fascinates me 
how similar the words are: they both share in common the syllable mag. That may just be 
a linguistic coincidence, but it makes we wonder if the two words really do speak to a 
deep commonality, at least spiritually speaking. If it is not too imaginative a leap (pardon 
the pun), it seems to me that magic and imagination have this is common: both involve 
accessing our inner power to copy/emulate the wisdom and guidance of the Spirit, for the 
purpose of manifesting real change in our lives. 

The author of Meditations on the Tarot understands that magic is controversial in the 
religious world, so he goes to lengths to separate out sacred magic from merely “personal” 
magic or the forbidden practice of sorcery. If magic is about power, the important question 
is: where is the source of our power, magical or otherwise? Sacred magic is the magic that 
seeks to align our human will with the Divine Will of God, of Love-with-a-capital-L. Magic 
is sacred when it draws its energy from the heart of the universe, the source of love; in the 
words of our author, “sacred magic is the power of love.”  

Love (with a capital L) may be the most beautiful name for God: chapter four of the first 
letter of John in the New Testament reminds us, more than once, that “God is Love.” Since 
the very word “God” has become problematic in our day, embedded with unhelpful 
images of God as judge, patriarch, and angry punisher, for many people relating to Love-
with-a-capital-L can be a healthier or freer way of encountering the mystery of the Divine. 
It’s also helpful to remember that love integrates with faith and hope: something we see in 
the New Testament: “And now faith, hope, and love abide…” (I Corinthians 13:13). The 
author of Meditations on the Tarot likewise recognizes the unity of faith, hope, and love: 



FAITH is the experience of divine breath; HOPE is the experience of divine light; 
and LOVE is the experience of divine fire… there is no faith, hope and love without 
mystical experience or, what is the same thing, without grace… Love, hope and 
faith are at one and the same time the essence of mysticism, gnosis and sacred 
magic. FAITH is the source of magic power and all the miracles spoken of in the 
Gospels are attributable to it. The revelation—all the revelations of gnosis have only 
one aim: to give, to maintain and to increase HOPE. The book that the High 
Priestess holds on her knees is written so that hope may continue unceasingly. For 
all revelation which does not give hope is useless and superfluous. Mysticism is fire 
without reflection; it is union with the divine in LOVE. (pages 71-72) 

c 
The spiritual exercise for this Arcanum is elegantly simple: imagine the blossoming forth in 
your life of the three powers: faith, hope, and love. Imagine the truth of God, the goodness 
of Christ, and the beauty of the Spirit. Imagine the transforming moment of mysticism, the 
thoughtful reflection of gnosis, and the active intentionality of magic. Let this imagination 
be your prayer — and your spiritual exercise. 

To do this: each day, either before or after your time for silent prayer, imagine yourself in 
union with God. This is not presumptuous; after all, God is everywhere (see Psalm 139), so 
you already are in union with God, whether you consciously realize it or not. So imagine 
it. And imagine what God wishes for you to receive, to accept, to recognize, in this divine 
union: imagine divine love flowing into your life like the acorn flows into an oak tree. 
Imagine sacred hope that emerges when you pay attention to love’s sacred presence within 
you and around you. And imagine faith also blossoming within you— faith that, too, is a 
gift from the God who is Love: a gift that literally can “move mountains” (Matthew 17). 



To imagine faith, hope and love flowing into your life, choose one of these scenarios; or, if 
you are feeling especially creative, visualize your own scenario for imagining and 
experiencing the flow of Divine gifts within you: 

A. Imagine Jesus meeting with you. You can visualize this taking place in the Holy Land, 
two thousand years ago; or perhaps in the circumstances of your ordinary life, here 
and now. Imagine Jesus speaking with you. What would he say to you? What would 
you say to him? Imagine what kind of mission or calling he might have for you: how 
would Jesus like you to be an expression of divine union in the world you inhabit? 
Imagine how Jesus would give you the three gifts of faith (magic), hope (gnosis) and 
love (mysticism): would Jesus give you symbolic representations of these gifts? Would 
he breathe on you like he breathed on the apostles to give them the Holy Spirit? Or 
would there be some other way that Jesus would call forth the gifts of love, hope and 
faith into your life? As you receive these gifts, what is Jesus’s hope for you? How does 
Jesus express divine love for you? How does he communicate his faith in you? 

B. Taking a page from the author of our book, imagine the gifts of faith, hope and love 
coming to you through a natural blessing. Visualize yourself in a place of natural 
beauty and wonder. Imagine a tree growing there, and showering you with “leaves” of 
faith, hope and love. Imagine a gentle breeze or soft rainfall covering you with the 
energies of faith, hope and love. Imagine a sacred plant or animal that meets you and 
offers you these sacred gifts. Let your imagination run wild! However the gifts are 
given to you, consider the questions that may be asked of you: what shall you do with 
these gifts? How will you embody the mystical reality of love, the thoughtful wisdom 
of hope, and the creative magic of faith? What do these gifts ask of you, and how can 
you bring their blessings to others? 

You may wish to record your imaginative prayer experiences in a journal. You may find 
that prayer like this can lead to questions for discernment, that you may wish to discuss 
with a trusted prayer partner, soul friend, or spiritual director/companion. 


